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Site Structure of a Village of the Late
Pithouse-Early Pueblo Period in N e\V
Mexico
Vernon L. Scarborough
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

The period of change from pithouse to pueblo as the prefen-ed dwelling in the American
Southwest represents an architectural transition associated with greater complexity of community organization. Excavation of more than 70% of the principal residential area within
a small) single component) late Mogollon pithouse village (A.C. 1150-1200) in New Mexico
(but located near EI Paso) Texas) helpsprovide behavioral definition of this period. Through
an examination of trash location and artifact size) feature-fill sequence reconstruction) and
overall community plan) a ((coreactivity area))for Meyer Pithouse Village has been established. This activity zone is the material con-elate of supra-household cooperation) a condition held necessaryfOr the subsequent acceptance in antiquity ofpueblo room-block architecture similar to that of the neighboring Anasazi area.

Introduction
The transition from pithouse to pueblo as the preferred
dwelling in the American Southwest has received considerable attention in recent literature (cf. Martin and Plog
1973; Plog 1974; Anyon 1980; Lipe and Breternitz 1980;
Whalen 1981a; McGuire and Schiffer 1983; Cordell
1984; Shafer and Taylor 1986 ; Gilman 1987), with several themes emerging to explain this transition in architecture and social organization. These explanations include
the effects of 1) greater activity differentiation; 2) less
household mobility and greater settlement longevity; 3)
greater dependence on agriculture and the increased need
for improved storage of foodstuffs; and 4) population
growth. Most explanations assume that the transition ushered in a period of more structured, supra-family cooperation.
Elsewhere in the world, similar architectural transitions
associated with changes in social organization. have been
described with considerable energy having been invested
in chronicling the movement away from circular-plan
housing and dome-shaped domiciles towards rectangular
residential architecture. Flannery (1972), for example, is
careful to distinguish between the processes leading to
agriculture, incipient villages, and sedentism, and their
clear associations with house form. In discussing the Mesoamerican village, he suggests an early adaptation involving a nuclear-family organizational unit associated with
rectilinear housing. This condition is viewed as developing

from an earlier strategy based on mobility and very small
group size, and contrasts with the larger, more sociallyflexible groups associated with Near Eastern settlements.
Flannery argues that early circular house forms of the first
Southwest Asian villages are correlated with mobility and
larger group size. Similar house forms have not been
found in Mesoamerica, where, according to Flannery, developed villages based on rectangular house plans were
characteristic from the outset. In his view, rectilinear living
units best accommodate the division of labor associated
with self-sufficient nuclear family units. Flannery further
suggests that well-developed sodality organization would
have bound together otherwise self-sufficient households
so as to establish village-level identity.
Hunter-Anderson (1977), Robbins (1966), and Whiting and Ayres (1968) indicate, for different reasons, that
rectilinear structures are considerably more common
among villagers than hunter-gatherers. Hunter-Anderson
(1977: 324) suggests that
the kind of organization of labor and consumption in which
each family is a relatively self-sufficient, production-consumption unit is feasible when the certainty ... of resources is high.
And housing these materials and facilities in family living space
would probably result in a rectangular form.

In attempting to develop a theory for the design of
vernacular architecture, McGuire and Schiffer (1983) specifically examined the transition from pithouse to pueblo.
They view pithouses as manifesting high maintenance
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costs but low construction costs, while pueblo architecture
is argued to have low maintenance costs with high construction costs (cf. Lipe and Breternitz 1980, however).
They propose that increased dependence on agriculture,
reduced residential mobility, and greater incidence of social inequality result in pueblo architecture. Following
Hunter-Anderson (1977), they emphasize the difficulties
associated with partitioning pithouse space and with room
expansion. Needs associated with increased storage requirements and differentiated activity space, it seems, led
to the development of rectilinear surface housing.
Gilman (1987) and Whalen (1981a) stress the importance of increased population size and greater agricultural
dependence in stimulating the transition from pithouses
to pueblos. Gilman's cross-cultural study demonstrates
that pit structures are associated with groups incorporating a minimum of bi-seasonal mobility as well as pithouse
use during the cold season. She further shows that a clear
dependence on stored food exists during winter occupation of a pithouse. An increased need for dry, secure
storage, coupled with a greater demand for specialized
activity space, helped stimulate the appearance of aboveground, rectilinear pueblos. Gilman notes that near-continuous occupation of either a pit structure or pueblo site
in the Southwest was possible if resources were available
to sustain year-round settlement. A pithouse site, occupied
intensively during the winter season, could be used less
intensively during the warmer season if food resources
warranted it.
Each of these studies associates the nuclear or extended
family unit with the appearance of surface rectilinear housing, although, according to some studies, the family unit
developed earlier and independent of the architectural
complement. In either event, supra-household cooperation is inferred to have evolved rapidly during the pithouse-to-pueblo transition as an accommodation to the
partitioning of family units, associated storage space, and
specialized activity areas. This paper examines the transition from the vantage of increasingly structured suprahousehold cooperation. A decidedly site-specific approach
is taken for interpreting both cultural and visible archaeological formation processes associated with a pithouseto-pueblo transition period site.

The Research Area
The pithouse-to-pueblo transition has received focused
attention within the desert valley known as the Hueco
Bolson that extends from south-central New Mexico into
far western Texas (Whalen 1981a). The systematic survey
of this extensive regional tract (FIG. 1) has allowed specific
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statements to be made about ancient land use and organizational strategies (Whalen 1981a, 1981b, 1986; Carmichael 1981, 1985a, 1986). Nevertheless, little evidence
of site structure and related community organization for
the transition period has been identified. Meyer Pithouse
Village represents an extensively excavated, single-component pithouse village dating to the pithouse-to-pueblo
transition within the Hueco Bolson. The architecture and
overall artifact patterning discovered at this small village
reveal the kinds of behavioral changes influencing pithouse
village life as well as subsequent puebloan occupation.
Before the implications of the material remains are discussed, a description of the environment and relevant culture history seems appropriate. Intrasite artifact patterns
and the data-gathering method are also presented.

Environment
Meyer Pithouse Village (FB 6281) is located in southern New Mexico, within the eastern margin of the Hueco
Bolson in the Upper Chihuahua Desert. The Hueco Bolson represents the southern extension of the Tularosa Valley. The village dates to the late Dona Ana Phase (A.C.
1150-1200) of the southern branch of the Jornada Mogollon culture area (Lehmer 1948).
The site lies about 1 kIn from two inselbergs, one to
the north and one to the east. These indurated outcrops
are outliers of the northern Hueco Mountains 5 kIn to
the east (FIG. 1). The general area is characterized by stable
coppice dunes, with mesquite and creosote bush the most
common shrubs. A large playa, or internally drained basin,
is located about 3.5 km to the NE. The site is situated in
a zone with substantial surface drainage, as evidenced by
a clay pan and a thick stand of mesquite adjacent to the
site.
Controlled archaeological survey has been carried out
south and west of the Meyer Pithouse Village (Whalen
1978; Carmichael 1986). Although some survey has been
conducted north and east of the site (Beckes, Dibble, and
Freeman 1977), coverage is incomplete. The distribution
of Dona Ana Phase sites (A.C. 1100-1200) as well as later
Pueblo Period EI Paso Phase sites (A.C. 1200-1400)
within 3 kIn of the pithouse village includes the northern
portion of a core concentration of pueblo an remains (Glen
DeGarmo, personal communication 1985). These sites
range in size from small encampments to large pueblos,
the latter best documented at the Hot Wells Pueblo site
(FB 6363). Within this settlement zone, three additional
communities were test excavated, including Hot Wells
Pueblo. Meyer Pithouse Village was intensively investigated via the hand excavation of more than 340 sq m, or
nearly three-quarters of the principal residential area.
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Culture History: Pithouse, Pithouse-to-Pueblo,
and Pueblo Periods
The Formative Stage (A.C. 1-1400) in the Hueco Bolson is initially defined by the early appearance of shallow
pithouse structures and Brown Ware ceramics. It concludes with the presumed abandonment of pueblo occupation. Figure 2 illustrates the competing chronological
taxonomies used in the research area.
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Pithouse Period
The Mesilla Phase or Pithouse Period (A.C. 1-1100)
has been divided into an early and a late phase as a consequence of its long duration and the growing abundance
of information on chronological trends. Whalen (1981a)
refers to these sub-phases as the Early Pithouse and the
Late Pithouse phases, a chronological separation that is
maintained here.
The Early Pithouse Phase (A.C. 1-600) is the least wellidentified phase of the Formative Stage and pithouses of
this phase are poorly understood. They are believed to
have been small, shallow, and isolated relative to other
similar structures. Household clusters like those identified
in the Late Pithouse Phase (Whalen 1981a) have not been
recognized.
The Late Pithouse Phase (A.C. 600-1100) is considerably better known, in part, because of the well-documented excavations by Whalen (1981a). Site FB 739 rests
near a playa margin within the Hueco Bolson and has
been chronometric ally dated to A.C. 1000-1100. Several
shallow houses have been identified, approximately 25 cm
deep and containing only enough floor space to accommodate a small nuclear family. The house plan, a distinctive "frying pan" shape, appears repeatedly. The distribution of these houses suggests the appearance of household
clusters separated from other, similar ones by a distance
of 30-35 m. Although clusters imply a degree of group
identity, each house is associated with its own activity
areas immediately outside its perimeter. Special-purpose
processing sites, such as agave processing camps, are apparent elsewhere (Hard 1983; Carmichael 1986) but
hearths and processing activities are also associated with
each of the separate pithouses. No structures for community use were identified.

Pithouse-to- Pueblo Period
The Dona Ana Phase (A.C. 1100-1200) is the period
of transition from pithouse to pueblo in the southern
Jornada Mogollon. Recent extensive excavation has exposed a distinguishable artifact assemblageassociatedwith
quadrilateral, relatively deep pithouses (Kegley 1982;
Scarborough 1985, 1986). In addition, the two most
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Figure 2. Competing chronological taxonomies for the Hueco Bolson.

extensive surveys carried out in the Hueco Bolson
(Whalen 1977, 1978, 1980; Carmichael 1986) have identified transitional period sites.
Some confusion exists, however, with respect to the
various criteria used to identify the principal sites associated with the Dona Ana Phase from survey data. Carmichael's survey area to the north of Whalen's indicates that
within the overarching Formative Stage, the Dona Ana
Phase was the most populous and the one most dependent
on agriculture. Carmichael isolates residential sites on the
basis of midden development and identifies the phase by
the presence of both Brown Ware and EI Paso Polychromes. Brown Wares appear through the entire span of
the Formative, however, while EI Paso Polychromes initially appear during the transition but continue into the
Pueblo Period. Dona Ana Phase sites by Carmichael's
criterion alone could be Late Pithouse Phase sites reoccupied by later EI Paso Phase puebloan groups. Although
Carmichael attempts to include other diagnostics in defining the Dona Ana Phase, the multi-component dilemma
remains.
Whalen, on the other hand, takes a more traditional
approach, indicating that the phase was transitional in
nearly every respect to the subsequent florescence of the
EI Paso Phase (Pueblo Period). He has been criticized for
following a "normative," linear view of cultural evolution
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in characterizing the Pithouse, Pithouse-to- Pueblo, and
Pueblo Period sequence (Carmichael 1986; Reed 1987).
Whalen's interpretations, however, appear to be based on
empirical evidence drawn from controlled survey data.

Pueblo Period
Survey data again provide much of what we know about
the Pueblo Period or the EI Paso Phase of the southern
Jornada Mogollon (A.C. 1200-1400). As intimated above,
Carmichael (1986) identifies a decrease in the density of
residential sites within his survey area as compared to the
earlier Dona Ana Phase. He suggests that only 24% of
the sites dating to the EI Paso Phase are residential sites.
Whalen (1981 b), on the other hand, does not directly
address the differences between the Dona Ana Phase and
the EI Paso Phase, but rather tends to lump the Dona Ana
and EI Paso phases together into a more broadly defined
Pueblo Period that follows the earlier Pithouse Period.
In any event, Whalen (1981 b) indicates that there exist
three times more pueblo an residential sites during his
Pueblo Period than during the entire Pithouse Period, in
spite of the fact that the Pithouse Period lasted three times
longer. He further notes that only 10% of Pithouse Period
residential sites are 3 ha or larger, while 49.5 % of Pueblo
Period residential sites are of that size (Whalen 1981b:
82). Not only are there more residential sites, they are
larger.
In a further attempt to elucidate the demographic and
social organization of the Formative Stage, Whalen
(1981a: 85) treated the number of hearths identified from
Pithouse and Pueblo Period residential sites as an index
of the number and kind of activities being carried out. He
found that Pueblo Period hearths were larger on the average, but dearly fewer in number (from 12.9 hearths per
ha in residential sites during the Pithouse Period to 2.6
hearths per ha in residential sites during the Pueblo Period). Nor did Pueblo Period residential sites have roasting pits, a recurrent feature at Pithouse Period sites. These
data have been interpreted as evidence for greater activity
specialization at Pueblo Period sites; smaller camps are
assumed to be the loci for special activities or tasks, formerly performed at the less task-differentiated Pithouse
Period residential sites.
By incorponlting excavation data from small dated
camps of both periods, Whalen (1981b: 86; 1986)
showed that small camps were fewer in number, though
larger in size, during the Pueblo Period as opposed to the
earlier Pithouse Period. In addition, Pueblo Period camps
were closely associated with playas, while Pithouse Period
camps remained scattered. Finally, Pueblo Period camps
were defined by larger and more frequently-occurring
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hearths, as well as by evidence for repeated occupation
and use of specialized tools, than is the case with Pithouse
Period campsites. Pueblo Period camps, then, have been
interpreted as special purpose sites. One of the associated
activities included the repeated processing of agave at one
place (explaining the location of agave roasting pits away
from residential sites). The small campsite data further
support the notion that the Pueblo Period introduced a
period of greater overall task differentiation.
The Pueblo Period is hypothesized by Whalen to have
ushered in a period of agricultural production as opposed
to the earlier collection strategy of the Pithouse Period.
The remains of corn, beans, and squash are routinely
identified at EI Paso Phase residential sites. Both Carmichael and Whalen agree that EI Paso Phase residential sites
appear exclusively along the eastern and western alluvial
margins of the Hueco Bolson, in locations having the
greatest potential for floodwater irrigation schemes (Hubbard 1987; cf. Scarborough 1988).
The architecture of the EI Paso Phase includes welldefined, small, single-story, contiguous adobe roomblocks, some of 100 rooms or more (Scarborough 1985).
Hot Wells Pueblo and Escondido Pueblo are good examples of large residential communities dating to this
phase (Brook 1975a; Hedrick 1967). The smaller campsites have already been mentioned, although Kauffman
and Batcho (1983) and Carmichael (1985b) reported the
presence of shallow, Pueblo Period pithouses or huts associated with logistical camps. Although several explanations are possible, Carmichael (1985b) and Upham
(1984) suggest that a dual subsistence/settlement system
best explains the presence of these camps. They suggest
that the artifact assemblages from these less materially
substantial sites indicate residential occupation. This scenario implies the presence of two different subsistence strategies by two distinct groups during the EI Paso Phase,
one highly mobile adaptation and another more sedentary.
Although this approach has not been adequately tested, it
cannot be dismissed until more excavations of late Formative Stage camps are conducted.

Data Collection and Analyses at Meyer Pithouse
Village
To assess structured, supra-family cooperation, a reconstruction of community use and site formation processes
(Schiffer 1983, 1987) is required. The presence of community activity is thought to be reflected by the following
circumstances.
1) Patterned use of activity space exists when a significant number of features and artifact debris are patterned
with respect to the identification of site formation pro-
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cesses. This condition is heavily influenced by the remaining factors.
2) The site must reveal extended occupation over a riearcontinuous period of time. It is less likely that an infrequently occupied site or even a repeatedly re-occupied site
will bear clearly defined, patterned spatial use associated
with structured supra-household activity. Without persistent maintenance of spatial patterns in a community, by
way of visual landmarks (features) and activity routines
by its members, little material evidence of a repeated spatial activity is probable.
3) A significantly larger area than the zone around the
household will manifest patterned activity use if community use is involved. A community-use area implies a
greater number of participants and a correspondingly
greater degree of routinization contributing to preservation of a spatial pattern.
4) At Pithouse Period villages, insular household-activity patterning is shown to occur inside and within the
immediate and near margins of the house (Whalen
1981a). If artifacts and features representing such activity
are absent, the existence of supra-household cooperation
elsewhere at the site is implied.
Meyer Pithouse Village permits the testing of the above
hypotheses for identifying supra-household activity. To
better interpret. the quality and significance of the data
analyses, a description of field technique is presented. It
is proffered as evidence that a significant sample of the
archaeological record has in fact been recovered, as outlined in the first hypothesis above.

survey and surface collection phase. Of the 1000 artifacts
examined, nearly half were sherds, permitting a preliminary date for the community to be established.
The subsequent posthole testing was designed to sample
the surface-collected site area at 4-m intervals. More than
350 postholes were excavated, documenting artifact densities as well as the three soil horizons identified at the
site, including a buried caliche substratum. Trash deposits
were generally defined as containing charcoal, bone, and
three or more artifacts per test. This combination of artifacts occurred with frequency in Cluster 1, a concentration
of debris initially recognized during the surface collection
phase.
Drawing from the various data sets so retrieved, an
initial, extensive excavation sampling procedure was designed. Eight artifact cluster areas were defined in addition
to the main Cluster 1 (FIG. 3). These areas were identified
around trash-bearing postholes and concentrations of surface debris. By judgmentally stratifying our sample using
the battery of techniques outlined, the site area was reduced from 1.2 ha to 847 sq m. Within this latter area,
more than 40% of the site was eventually excavated.
To further confirm the absence of features outside the
main Cluster 1, a series of systematically cut, N-S backhoe
trenches was excavated. These backhoe trenches stopped
short of Cluster 1 to avoid disturbing the densest artifact
concentration at the site. Only one feature outside of
Cluster 1 (Feature 12) was immediately identified during
these excavations.

Survey and Testing

Intensive Lateral Excavation

Meyer Pithouse Village was examined using a series of
progressively more refined and energy-costly survey and
testing techniques (Scarborough 1986). Five different
techniques were employed prior to full-scale excavation.
They were 1) wide transect survey; 2) narrow transect
survey; 3) surface-artifact point-provenience control and
collection; 4) excavation with a posthole digger; and 5)
initial test trenching of the site (FIG. 3).
At the outset, a 30-m transect-interval survey was carried out over a 20-ha site area. This was followed by an
intensive 10 m transect-interval survey covering a 1.2-ha
subset of the initial survey area. The latter technique was
utilized because of the greater density of artifacts identified
in this area and the desire to define spatial patterns in the
surface scatter.
Surface collection and preliminary laboratory analysis
followed an electronic distance measurement (EDM) survey. The closely spaced transect-interval survey permitted
the definition of a slightly reduced site area for the EDM

Most of the excavation sample from Meyer Pithouse
Village was derived from broad horizontal exposures
within Cluster 1 (FIGS. 3-5). Given the initial suggestion
of dense midden debris in the core of the cluster, welldefined structures associated with a single-occupation site
were predicted. A block exposure was proposed to best
define domiciles, extramural features, and artifact densities. Moreover, by excavating in 10-cm levels within 1 sqm units, artifact densities were controlled across the wellpreserved, 5-7-cm thick occupation deposit. All elevations
were controlled from a single arbitrary datum as opposed
to taking elevations from the present ground. surface.
Dune sand had buried portions of the site. Because the
occupational surface sometimes undulated more than 10
cm within a level, our smallest unit of analysis for assessing
the horizontal distribution of artifact densities was a I-m
square X 20 cm deep. Meaningful density relationships
were maintained by employing this standardized volume
containing the deposit of the occupational surface. This
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Figure 3. Map of Meyer Pithouse Village showing artifact concentrations and feature locations. Although nine artifact cluster areas were identified, four of them are not shown here: Cluster 2 lies in the
northwest corner of the intensively surveyed site tract; Clusters 7, 8, and 9 rest immediately to the
south of the map.

method of excavation insured that the occupation surface
was collected while at the same time permitting comparability between sq-m units. Excavated material was
screened through 1/8" hardware cloth.
More than 303 sq m were excavated from within Cluster
1. In addition to identifying three pithouses and nearly
100 extramural features, the boundaries of the cluster were
clearly delimited. Collective artifact counts were made
from each 10 cm (or less) level, which then determined
the direction our horizontal block exposure would take.
This rapid feedback of artifact densities in the field proved
very successful in identifying the boundaries of the cluster.
The outer limits of the concentration were defined by a
series of systematically placed I-sq m units extending over
25 % of the outer margin of the cluster. These units estab-

Iished the edge of the cluster, as defined by a density of
five artifacts or more per sq m. Cluster 1 enclosed an area
of 422 sq m. It should be noted that Pithouse 4 was found
to the NE and outside the artifact density limits of the
cluster. The contents of all features were isolated and controlled using the 10-cm leveling system.
Based primarily on the disposition and density of trash
as well as the distribution of features, Cluster 1 was shown
to represent a "core activity area" revealing well-defined
site structure. At this juncture, it can only be stated that
a spatially representative sample of the community was
examined. It should be noted, however, that the absence
of caches and the scarcity of pit-feature superposition suggest an extended, little-interrupted period of occupation
of the village (see below).
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Figure 4. Aerial photograph of Cluster 1, the core activity area at Meyer Pithouse Village. The photograph is looking north and was taken near the end of excavations. The large rectangular discoloration
near the center of the picture is Pithouse 3. The smallest excavation units are 1 sq m.

Results

Pithouses
The pithouses identified at the village indicate an architectural investment beyond that represented by a logistical
camp. Coupled with the distribution of artifacts·and features, a community plan emerges, as posited by hypotheses
1 and 2 above. Before discussing distributional relationships, however, a description of the pithouses is warranted. Their specificform and temporal placement in the
American Southwest has not been widely reported.
Four noncontiguous, quadrilateral pit structures were
identified. Each was oriented to the south as suggested by
a doorway or antechamber and the position of a small,
well-defined hearth; the latter feature is frequently located
immediately inside the threshold in later pueblo rooms in
the Hueco Bolson. The floor space in the rooms ranged
from 4.6 sq m to 20 sq m, a range not incompatible with
later puebloan room sizes in the area (Marshall 1973) and
very similar to the Dona Ana Phase pithouses uncovered
at Hueco Tanks (Kegley 1982) only 11 km to the south.
At Meyer Pithouse Village the three northernmost rooms
were similar in size, averaging 6.4 sq m. They are taken
to be domiciles. The largest room, to the south, was over
20 sq m and appears to be a communal house or work
area.

The floor plans for the houses did not differ greatly
from one another, with the exception of the communalroom Pithouse 3. In each case, the circular hearth was
surrounded by an adobe coping and, located 1 m from
the south wall, it was placed on the N-S axis of the room
near an apparent southern entranceway (Pithouse 3 was
probably entered from the roof) . The floors of the structures were plastered with a crude caliche derivative and
peppered with an erratic pattern of small pits and pockmarks, some of which are believedto be shallow postholes.
The subterranean walls were at least partially plastered,
with the floor lipping upward to form the interior wall
surface. Although evidence is somewhat circumstantial,
the ground-level margins of the structures 'may have been
elevated by exterior abode wall-stubs.
Pithouse 1 contained the greatest amount of secondarily
deposited trash at the site (FIG. 6). The depth and abundance of post-occupational trash and its relative paucity
in the other houses suggests that Pithouse 1 was abandoned early in the occupational history of the village.
There were no clear breaks in the depositional sequence
to indicate that the village was abandoned for any great
length of time during the re-use of the pithouse as a trash
dump. Although stratigraphic definition was apparent, little continuous bedding of trash was discernible. This sug-
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Figure 5. Excavations in progress within the core activity area at Meyer Pithouse Village. The relatively
deep excavation exposure in the center field is Pithouse 3. The view is to the NE.

Figure 6. Isometric drawing of Pithouse 1. The trash fill has been
isolated in the NW corner of the house.
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gests that isolated but repeated dumping events were responsible for the appearance of the fill.
Pithouse 2 contained 60% less trash by volume than
Pithouse 1, while both Pithouses 3 (the communal room)
and Pithouse 4 were infilled with less than 10% as much
trash by volume as Pithouse 1. Except for the workingfloor surface of the communal room, the remaining pithouse floors were devoid of artifacts. Only Structure 5, a
saucer-shaped floor area believed to be the remains of an
ephemeral hut, contained a comparable amount of floor
debris to that reported in the communal room.
The formal evidence supporting the argument that Pithouse 3 was a communal structure is grounded on four
considerations. 1) The size of the room is three times
larger than that of the other domiciles and was able to
accommodate a group larger than the nuclear family. 2)
The structure indicates a more complex array of activities
than the other houses. Over 20 features and numerous
artifacts have been defined on the floor, suggesting a broad
range of activities performed during construction and use.
Most of the turquoise and obsidian obtained from the site
was collected from this context, and the only interment at
the site was located in this room. 3) The architectural
form of the structure is different from the other dwellings.
No molded pot-rest was found in association with the
hearth, as in the domiciles. Further, the presence of a
deflector shield and possible ventilator, as well as the suggestion that the structure was entered by way of the ceiling
(a well-defined, diagonally-oriented pair of postholes may
in fact be a ladder impression), indicate greater planning
than suggested elsewhere. The other three pithouses are
much more similar to one another than to Pithouse 3. 4)
The structure was more solidly built than the other dwellings. This is indicated by the substantial deposit of wind
blown sand resting on the floor and below the mottled
matrix thought to represent final roof collapse. Similar
deposits of sterile sands do not appear on the floors of
the other houses at the village. To suggest that roofing
and support posts for Pithouse 3 remained secure some
time after the collapse of the smaller and more easily
maintained houses suggests greater energy investment in
the construction of the larger room.
Figure 7 presents the suites of dates associated with the
Meyer Pithouse Village. In addition to extramural associations, each pithouse was dated from its internal hearth
byarchaeomagnetism (Eighmy 1980). These latter dates
are accepted· as our most precise chronometric control,
each temporal span defined at the 95 % confidence interval.
The 14C sample taken from the fill of Feature 11, a large
trash pit, yielded too early a date to accurately reflect the
actual age of the deposit; an "old wood" problem may

account for this aberrant date (Schiffer 1986). A number
of large EI Paso Polychrome sherds (cross-dated to a period dated A.C. 1100-1400) were collected from this context.
The Hot Wells Pueblo obsidian hydration dates are
presented to emphasize the architectural transition within
the research area. The dates were taken on specimens from
a midden exposure within a room-block in the northern
sector of that site and reveal an age coeval with those
reported for Meyer Pithouse Village. The pueblo dates
are earlier than the archaeomagnetic dates reported by
Brook (1970, 1975b) for the southern and western portions of the site. This circumstance is not surprising given
the size of the pueblo and the probable number of building phases.
To summarize, the population of Meyer Pithouse Village was clearly small, especially when compared to neighboring Hot Wells Pueblo. Although four pithouses and
one possible hut were identified, only two of the domiciles
can be argued to have been occupied at the same time
(see below). The absolute dating techniques indicate that
the site was occupied relatively intensively for a short
period of time. By reviewing the sequence of trash deposition in Pithouse 1 and observing the lack of trash in
other structures, however, more precise ideas of house use
and abandonment sequences have been developed. The
greater distribution of artifacts across the core activity area
will further indicate a patterned disposal of artifacts in
accordance with hypotheses 1 and 2.

Feature Use
The reconstruction of the feature-fill sequence is predicated on one assumption, namely that village occupants
utilized some patterning in trash disposal. An abandoned
pithouse would be a convenient dumping receptacle for
most household trash. Although any depression such as a
depleted storage pit could be used as a garbage container,
.a pithouse had the clear advantage of holding a large
volume of waste at one location. Thus, once any pit was
no longer used for its original purpose it was available
immediately for trash disposal.
Trash, as defined by larger-sized artifacts found in
greater densities than identified elsewhere, was restricted
to pit depressions at Meyer Pithouse Village. Artifact categories included lithic debris (both tools and debitage),
sherds, bone, and fire-cracked rock. The last two categories
were quantified by weight, the former two by individual
counts. Lithic debris and sherd counts, however, were the
recognized artifacts or items used in the analysis, as bone
and fire-cracked rock were not always present in trash
deposits. Because the fill of Pithouse 1 was the best can-
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Figure 7. Recent chronometric dates from the site area. The 14C dates were analyzed by
Beta Analytic, Inc. and calibrated using the corrections of Klein, et al. (1982). The obsidian hydration dating was conducted by Mohlab and recalibrated by New Mexico State
University using local air and soil temperature data (David Batcho personal communications, 1986).

didate for a deliberate midden, with high artifact densities
throughout its post-abandonment deposits, these densities
were taken as a standard for identifying deliberate dumping. In those' instances where a small pit feature provided
a high density of items, but a sparse actual number (less
than 50 artifacts), repeated dumping events or patterned
disposal were not inferred. The arbitrary figure of 50
artifacts per pit feature was derived from survey data identifying the number of artifacts from small, isolated concentrations of debris associated with less structured Pueblo
Period camps (cf. Whalen 1978). The ratio of repeated
dumping events to less deliberate dumping was 16:5. Although of little analytical use for this study, future analyses
may benefit from the figure in assessing structured activity
space.

Trash Disposal
Given an apparent structured use of space in the core
activity area of the village, clearly defined trash loci were

expected. Figure 8 shows the location of well-defined and
repeatedly used dumps. A figure of 1000 items per cu m
(combining lithics and ceramics) was selected as the density of trash necessary to define a deliberate dumping
event. The trash fill of Pithouse 1 had a density of 1030
items per cu m. Although denser deposits are apparent
elsewhere (see below), this figure provides the proposed
density of fill necessary for a long-term midden dump.
Level 4 (20-30 cm below standard datum) in Pithouse 1
produced over twice as many items per cu m of fill than
manifested in the remainder of the midden, a figure comparable to the dense trash deposit recovered from our
excavation of the infilled Room 100 at Hot Wells Pueblo
(Scarborough 1985). Subsequent analysis, however, indicates that the size of the artifacts recovered from these
contexts is markedly smaller than trash analyzed elsewhere
from the pithouse village. These very dense deposits must
represent secondary or tertiary deposition of trash collected from heavily-trod occupational surfaces rather than
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evidence for significantly more debris by volume (Scarborough 1985). Nevertheless, the density of artifacts representing deliberately deposited trash is considerably
higher at Meyer Pithouse Village when compared to the
recently published midden densities from Snaketown
(Seymour and Schiffer 1987: 567-568). This circumstance reflects the diminutive area of occupation and focused intensity of residence at Meyer Pithouse Village.
No clear period of abandonment can be argued from

the stratigraphic evidence at the pithouse village. Abandonment in the wind-swept Hueco Bolson would be reflected by well-defined aeolian sedimentation of any open
depression, evidence entirely absent from the fill of Pithouse 1. Nevertheless, the bimodal frequency distribution
of trash items through time in some features, coupled with
low overall artifact concentrations in others, may suggest
periods of less sustained occupation.
The frequency of non-feature-associated artifacts indi-

Figure 8. Map showing the distribution of repeatedly used trash dumps containing 1000
or more items per cu m.
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cates a ratio of sherds to lithics of slightly greater than
1:2, a figure comparable to that for most of the feature
fill. The similarity of the proportions suggests that the
core area was the surface upon which most activity occurred. Debris is believed to have been swept or removed
periodically from the surface of the core area and redeposited in trash pits. Such an expectation follows from
extended occupation at a site (hypothesis 2). Although
nearly half of the total artifact inventory was collected

from non-feature localities, most of these objects were
extremely small and were likely found in the context of
original breakage, and were not redeposited (see below).

Empty Features
Features containing- 100 items per cu m or less were
positioned outside or near the margins of the core activity
area (FIG. 9). These features are believed to be the last
ones used at the village both because of the slight amount

Figure 9. Map showing the distribution of empty pit features containing 100 or fewer
items per cu m. Densities greater than 100 items per cu m are also shown.
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of debris in them and because of the previously mentioned
pattern of utilizing empty pits. The few artifacts retrieved
from these contexts are construed to be items that have
fallen in from the margins of the pit feature. Pithouse 4
and Pithouse 3 (the communal room) were the last two
structures used, as indicated by the absence of trash-fill
items. The period associated with the empty pit features
immediately prior to the final abandonment of the site

may represent the approximate number of storage pits
excavated and in use by the occupants of Pithouse 4 and
the users of Pithouse 3.
The final occupation of the site again centered on the
core activity area. No activities were indicated around the
margins of Pithouse 4, but large metate fragments were
retrieved from its floor. The communal structure Pithouse
3 was also in use until village abandonment, the floor

Figure 10. Map showing the distribution of feature fill containing artifact densities between 500 and 1000 items per cu m.
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littered with lithic debris. Two extramural hearths located
in the southern part of the site reveal little reuse as evidenced by artifact concentrations. Feature 10 to the sw
was a shallow, ephemeral feature, while Feature 29 was a
substantial roasting pit containing considerable charcoal
and ash, but little or no fire-cracked rock. Given the character of agave roasting pits elsewhere in the Hueco Bolson
(Hard 1983), the absence of fire-cracked rock makes the
function of this feature somewhat enigmatic. Of special
note are Feature 46 and Pithouse 2. Both contained 200500 items per cu m and were perhaps trash disposal loci
late in the occupation of the site. If these features had
been used and abandoned early in the occupation of the
site, they would be expected to have a more dense concentration of trash in their fill. The size and centrallocation of abandoned Pithouse 2 would have made it an
especially attractive dumping site.

Intensive Occupational Zones
Figure 10 illustrates feature-artifact densities greater
than 500 items per cu m but less than 1000 items per cu
m. It indicates that the density resting in and on the floor
of the communal structure Pithouse 3, although substantial, was not that of a midden dump. Moreover, it reveals
a comparable density of debris lying on the floor of Structure 5 (the hut-like structure). This is an expected relationship given the work-related activities associated with
a ramada (canopied shelter) or hut containing a friable
dirt floor. All of these deposits rest squarely within the
core activity area.

The Feature Sequence
The distribution of trash has revealed significant aspects
of community patterning (Binford 1982). Although a terminus ante quem is difficult, a relative post quem is not.
Pithouse 1 was abandoned early and used as the central
trash receptacle for the small, circumscribed community.
Pithouse 2, on the other hand, contained a relatively small
amount of trash and appears to have been abandoned
sometime near the end of the village occupation. Pithouses
3 and 4 were occupied into the final moments of the
community. Structure 5 is somewhat enigmatic given its
lack of depth and its questionable utility as a trash receptacle and cannot pe assigned a relative date of abandonment.
The apparent reliability of the archaeomagnetic dating
would suggest that the earliest pithouse occupation did
not occur before A.C. 1150 (Pithouse 2). Given the sequence of pithouse abandonment, Pithouse 4 indicates
that the last structure was no later than A.C. 1200. Our

best estimate, then, for the occupation span of Meyer
Pithouse Village is A.C. 1150-1200.
Trash pits are much more difficult to sequence. Most
features indicate that some time elapsed before dumping
actually occurred. The distribution of artifact concentrations within features, taken from arbitrary 10-cm intervals,
indicates that dumping events immediately following the
removal of a feature's contents only occurred in 14 of the
68 features reported with artifacts. Although idiosyncratic
behavior may account for some of this pattern, it is suggested that the site may have been abandoned for a short
period following the removal of the contents in these pits,
perhaps following the intensive use and infilling of Pithouse 1 with trash.

Non-Feature Artifact Distribution
Hypothesis 3, that a patterned area larger than the zone
immediately around a household exists, is supported by
the patterned use of space across the principal residential
area at Meyer Pithouse Village. Further, hypothesis 4, that
an insular house manifests little activity near its margins,
is supported by Pithouse 4. In the core area of 422 sq m,
the highest density of artifacts and features was identified.
Although three pithouse structures were unearthed, Pithouse 4 was found outside and away from these other
trash concentrations. This circumstance suggests that a
structured cleaning and depositing of collected trash from
in and around houses was carried out at Meyer Pithouse
Village.
The distributional pattern of artifacts was evaluated
from the occupational surface debris. This surface, usually
associated with artifact concentrations, was defined by a
more compacted, silty loam than identified either above
or below it. Generally, the occupational surface sloped
gently downward from east to west, representing only a
20 cm drop over a total distance of 35 m within the core
activity area. Although feature fill intersected the occupation surface, only that portion of feature fill associated
with the occupational surface is examined here.

General Contour Mapping
The contour maps reveal the density of debris resting
on or in the final occupation surface at the site. The first
two maps show similar distributional data, even though
one represents ceramic counts and the other represents
lithic debris (FIGS. 11-12). The core activity area is clearly
defined and confirms the general artifact boundaries identified from the initial field inventory of artifacts (FIG. 3).
Two artifact clusters are evident: one to the east and north
and a second to the immediate west of the empty communal structure (Pithouse 3). Pithouse 1 is indicated by
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Figure 11. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of all ceramics distributed across the occupational surface.

the densest concentration of debris at the site, although
surface deposits elsewhere also reveal very high artifact
densities. The area immediately north and south of Pithouse 1 shows densities interpreted as reflecting repeated
activity use, or dumping associated with the pithouse fill.
The western portion of the core activity area indicates
higher-than-anticipated artifact densities given the reduced number of features identified from this zone. Pithouse 4 lies outside the core activity area.
Given the E-w subdivisioning of the community along
the same general, parallel axis as the individual structures,
a degree of patterned activity is apparent. The communal
house, Pithouse 3, separates the two halves of the community with a cleared area, presumed to be a path, running
NNW/ SSE through the center of the core activity area. The
cleared area is best defined to the north and represents
swept plaza space. In addition, the area north, west, and
south of Pithouse 2 is less cluttered and may represent an
attempt to clear the immediate margins of the house prior
to abandonment. This swept space away from the main
plaza wne may be a vestige of the earlier occupation of
Pithouse 2. This pithouse, unlike Pithouses 3 and 4, was
not occupied at the time of final site abandonment.
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Figure 12. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of all
lithics distributed across the occupational surface.

Figure 13. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of lithic
items up to 2 cm (maximum length) distributed across the occupational surface.
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size. ~arge ~herds :md lithics were anticipated as being
assoCIatedWIth spatIally well-defined midden zones, while
smaller lithics and sherds were predicted to suggest breakage locations having experienced heavy foot traffic. The
sample was chosen with reference to the four pithouses
and the greater core activity area (FIG. 3). The floors of
the houses (including Structure 5) were examined in their
entirety, while within a contiguous area 2m or less outside
a house, every other I-m unit was examined (a 50% sampie). The remainder of the core activity area was studied
at 4-m intervals, providing an additional 25 % sample.
Features were not the focus of the analysis, except with
reference to the residential structures. Nevertheless, the
fill of those features encountered by our systematic design
was examined, although only the basal 20 cm of fill was
re-studied. Feature-fill sherds were consistently larger than
those associated with the exposed occupational surface
(Scarborough 1985). In addition, the contents from Feature 13 (an extramural hearth) were analyzed because of
the unusually high lithic densities reported and the inability of our 4-m interval sample to encompass them.
Except for the upper levels of Feature 13, these biased
fe~ture data do not appear in the contour mapping analYSIS.

Lithics

~igure 14. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of lithic
Items 2-4 cm (maximum length) distributed across the occupational
surface.

~igure 15. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of lithic
Items 4-12 cm (maximum length) distributed across the occupational
surface.

The lithic contour maps (FIGS. 13-15) present the distri~ution of lithic debris by size (maximum length of the
object). Of the 8620 pieces analyzed (35% of the total
lithic inventory), 95% were flakes or flake fragments.
~mall debris were posited to have been quickly ground
~to th~ occupational surface, suggesting evidence of an
lffiffi~dIate,although not precisely known, activity. Larger
debrIS was rea~oned to represent deliberate discarding in
well-defin~d,. httle-tr~pled
locations. Figure 13 represents all hthiC materIal up to 2 cm in size, with results
resembling the distribution of the overall lithic inventory
recovered from the entire occupation surface. The area
immediately north of the communal structure Pithouse 3
is again less cluttered, and Feature 13 included densities
as high as those reported immediately north and south of
the infilled Pithouse 1. The frequency of flakes and debris
2-4 cm in length (FIG. 14) reveals a marked decrease in
numbers, with the same general pattern as shown on Figure 13, although Feature 13 has disappeared. Lithicrelated tasks appear to have occurred to the east and west
of the communal house. An examination of lithics 4-12
cm in size (FIG. 15) suggests that the distribution of moderately large flakes and debris differs slightly from the
general trend. Nevertheless, this last map does suggest
that Structure 5 (and the area immediately to the north
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of it) may have served on occasion as a discrete trash
depository following its abandonment. The larger size of
lithic debris, we believe, indicates the trash-receptacle
function of Pithouse 1. Feature 13 does not appear on
the contour map in Figure 15, suggesting that only lithicrelated tasks (small debris rapidly trodden into the substratum) occurred in this area, as opposed to· deliberate
trash disposal.
A further map not provided here was made of the
distribution of lithic debris having cortex present. It was
anticipated that if the site had had a specialized lithic
procurement or manufacturing bias, the distribution of
primary and secondary lithic debris would be differentially
patterned. This was not the case. A contour plot (not
illustrated here) of tertiary flake debris (no cortex) also
proved nearly identical to the total lithic inventory map.
Evidence suggests that the pithouse did not have a taskspecific orientation, a corollary of extended residential occupation (hypothesis 2).
Locations of tool manufacture or use were difficult to
determine, but gross activity zones appear to cluster on
the east and west sides of the communal house. The contour maps reveal a degree of spatial bilateral symmetry
with respect to the overall distribution of debris.

Ceramics
Contour mapping the ceramic inventory by size (maximum length of sherd) also proved useful. The 5128
sherds examined represent a sample of more than 39% of
the total sherd collection. As was the case with the lithic
contour maps, the ceramic plots greatly resembled one
another. Large sherds were associated with spatially welldefined midden areas, while smaller sherds revealed primary breakage locations that had experienced heavy foot
traffic. Again, the bilateral symmetry of the site was manifest, with the smaller sherd sizes (up to 4 cm) indicative
of foot traffic and activity (FIG. 16). Not surprisingly, the
data on this map correspond to the distribution of smallsized lithic debris. Larger sherds (4-16 cm) were plotted
in a similar manner (FIG. 17) and found to differ from the
previous patterning. As expected, the fill of Pithouse 1
suggested its function as a deliberate dump. In addition,
Pithouse 2 provided evidence of its use as a trash depository near its infilled surface. Corresponding to the location of trash pit receptacles, an area to the NW of Pithouse 1 and to the E/NE of Pithouse 2 also suggested
deliberate dumping.

Conclusions
Excavations at the Meyer Pithouse Village represent the
definition and horizontal excavation of approximately
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Figure 16. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of ceramic items up to 4 cm (maximum length) distributed across the occupational surface.

70% of the principal residential area within a singlecomponent site. Significantly, the site documents in
microcosm the transition from pithouse to pueblo for
dwellings in the Hueco Bolson (A.C. 1150-1200). The
systematic sampling design coupled with the relatively
small sampling units have further 'allowed attention to
meaningful detail. These data indicate that the pithouse
village was occupied for a protracted period by an extended family or families. Although short-term seasonal
collecting strategies may have interrupted year-round residency, long-term occupation is suggested.
These conclusions are based on several lines of inquiry.
The absolute and stratigraphically-derived dates from the
four pithouses as well as the overall community plan suggest a sustained period of occupation dating to the Dona
Ana Phase. The repeated form, depth, and floor space
associated with the pithouses indicate considerably greater
time and energy invested in their construction and maintenance than evidenced by earlier (i.e., Late Pithouse
Phase), rather ephemeral, and shallow examples. The insulating properties of the Meyer Village pithouses, coupled with their well-defined and centrally-located hearths,
indicate winter occupation. The ephemeral, hut-like feature (Structure 5) would have provided little protection
from the cold and suggests an occupation during a less
inclement, summer period, if the structure can be assumed
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Figure 17. Computer-generated artifact-density contour map of ceramic items 4-16 cm (maximum length) distributed across the occupational surface.

to have been a house. Further, the absence of superimposed features, given the number of pits identified within
the restricted site area, indicates long-term occupation
with clear attention to the location of previously dug pits.
Nor was there evidence for seasonally abandoned caches
or site furniture. This suggests there was little intent to
return to the site, at least during the final moments of
occupation. Although no standards for comparison exist,
the distribution of artifacts across the site within patterned
dumping localities suggests a degree of site structure associated with long-term occupation. Likewise, the distribution of non-feature-deposited artifacts over the occupational surface reveals both this patterning and the
associated "core activity area."
The spatial layout of the main architectural features at
Meyer Pithouse Village indicates a degree of community
structure lacking from earlier-known sites in the Hueco
Bolson. In addition to the formal and repeated floor plan
of individual structures, a degree of intrasite patterning is
suggested. The three domiciles lie immediately north of
the larger communal structure. Although the houses are
isolated from one another, each is oriented a few degrees
east of south.
The pithouse architecture permits few comparisons with
other sites in the EI Paso area. The Hueco Tanks Pithouse
Village (41EP2) excavated by Kegley (1982), however,
has revealed six subterranean structures with plastered
floors, collared hearths~and south-oriented entranceways.

The site has been assigned to the Dona Ana Phase. In
keeping with the Meyer Pithouse Village configuration,
the five non-contiguous domiciles rest to the north of a
larger, well-constructed pit structure. Although some of
the houses are sizable, the larger, more isolated structure
contains nearly twice the floor space of the other houses
(approximately 25 sq m). Kegley reports that the structure
received "more attention" in its construction than the
others. Data do not permit more than a suggestion, but
it is proposed that the two largest structures at these two
important sites were special-use structures.
The later Pueblo Period occupation in the Hueco Bolson has been identified with linear room blocks containing
southern entranceways, plastered floors, and collared
hearths located on the south-central axes of the rooms.
Although there is little evidence for a clear definition of
specializeduse-areas for the pueblos of the Hueco Bolson,
the Pueblo Period elsewhere in the Southwest has provided clear evidence of such use-areas. In the Mogollon
area, communal rooms were placed in centrally located
plaza areas or incorporated into residential room blocks
(Anyon 1980). Because of the fixed architectural framework of the residential room block, special-use structures
were placed in a limited number of areas within a pueblo.
The pithouse-to-pueblo transition is well defined at
Meyer Pithouse Village. Given the nearly identical floor
plans and structure orientation manifest at Meyer Pithouse
Village, Hueco Tanks Pithouse Village, and the contemporaneous or slightly later puebloan communities in the
Hueco Bolson (including Hot Wells Pueblo), it is suggested that at least some of the adaptive behavior between
the two periods was shared. As mentioned at the outset,
the rectangular floor plans permitted the efficient partitioning of space for activities and extended storage. Further, the incorporation of a COITJ1llunal
building in the
context of a pithouse village may be an early experiment
which attained greater refinement during the later Pueblo
Period.
Another indication of this shared behavior is revealed
by a well-defined activity zone or core activity area at
Meyer Pithouse Village. In an area covering 422 sq m,
the highest densities of artifacts and features were identified. Although three pithouse structures were unearthed
in the core activity area, Pithouse 4 was found outside
and away from these trash concentrations. This suggests
that a structured collection and deposition of trash from
in and around houses was carried out.
The core activity area covered most of what we know
to be the site. In addition to the three pit structures, and
a possible hut, numerous pit features were identified. The
core activity area is suggested to be the material correlate
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of the cooperative work unit within the village. It may be
that the early abandonment of Pithouse 1 attracted daily
activities to this ready-made trash receptacle. It should be
noted that over 15% of the lithics and nearly 20% of the
sherds from the entire excavation sample were recovered
from this pithouse. The rapid removal of spent artifacts
and organic by-products from the site facilitated the domestic routine. The core activity area can be viewed as a
zone set aside for structured communal activities. In more
complex communities, centralized work areas can be expected. The nuclear family or the occupants of the limited
floor space within a pithouse, are not viewed as the smallest social division during the transition to pueblo an life
(cf. Netting, Wilk, and Arnould 1984). Although the
nuclear family or the immediate household might be the
smallest unit of analysis for earlier times, by the Dona Ana
Phase these analytical units appear to bond with like
households. Household trash deposits and activity space
at this site suggest more structured cooperation than in
previous periods. Community structure is most clearly
identifiable during the subsequent Pueblo Period with the
appearance of shared plaza space, milling rooms, storage
rooms, and communal activity areas as evidenced in adjacent regions of the puebloan Southwest.
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